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Hurricane Florence – Inadequate Response and Planning 
 
Earlier in September, we talked about Hurricane Florence and how that 
Hurricane would be a test of our advocacy as well as a test of emergency 
planning policies and practices that are in place for people with disabilities. 
 
Over 4 million people with disabilities were in the path of that storm.   
Organizations like Portlight Strategies and the Partnership for Inclusive 
Disaster Strategies went into action and set up their own disaster hotlines, 
response teams, and stakeholder coordination because equal access to 
emergency service programs was not always available.  You can still call 
the hotline at (800) 626-4959 if you or someone you know needs help. 
 
Information from these organizations indicate that that individuals were not 
served in the most integrated setting to their needs.  People with disabilities 
were separated from their families and sent to “special needs shelters” not 
for medical care but to power their medical devices.  But some of those 
shelters did not have accessible toilets, showers or qualified staff to provide 
support. 
 
Disability Rights Pennsylvania has information about both organization, 
Portlight Strategies and Partnership for Inclusive Disaster Strategies on our 
website at www.disabilityrightspa.org. 
 
You may have also seen or heard news stories about the deaths of Windy 
Newton and Nicolette Green.  These women died needlessly while being 
transported in a sheriff’s van.  The two sheriff’s officers were rescued from 
the top of the van; however, the women (who were involuntary committed) 
died in the van.  An investigation is underway, and the sheriff’s employees 
are on administrative leave. 
 
This lead to a disability civil rights complaint being filed with 4 federal 
agencies by the Partnership for Inclusive Disaster Strategies.  The 
complaint focuses the use of special medical needs shelters which are 
often less than optimal, and many individuals don’t require or need this type 
of shelter.   The complaint calls out evacuation centers that are not required 



to provide accommodations or public access with federal funds.  To read 
the complaint, visit our website at www.disabilityrightspa.org.   
 
Finally, while this is happening, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
issued a proposed rule to rollback emergency preparedness regulations for 
nursing home providers. The details of that plan are also posted on our 
website. 
 
For decades, disability advocates have worked with federal, state and local 
emergency management and first responders to ensure that people with 
disabilities are not left behind when disaster strike.   
 
We won’t give up because #AdvocacyMatters and so do people with 
disabilities. 
 
All this information and links to these resources can be found on our 
website at www.disabilityrightspa.org. 
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